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Efficient Calculation of the Lattice Thermal Conductivity by
Atomistic Simulations with Ab Initio Accuracy
Joakim Brorsson, Arsalan Hashemi, Zheyong Fan, Erik Fransson, Fredrik Eriksson,
Tapio Ala-Nissila, Arkady V. Krasheninnikov, Hannu-Pekka Komsa, and Paul Erhart*
High-order force constant expansions can provide accurate representations of
the potential energy surface relevant to vibrational motion. They can be
efficiently parametrized using quantum mechanical calculations and
subsequently sampled at a fraction of the cost of the underlying reference
calculations. Here, force constant expansions are combined via the hiphive
package with GPU-accelerated molecular dynamics simulations via the
GPUMD package to obtain an accurate, transferable, and efficient approach
for sampling the dynamical properties of materials. The performance of this
methodology is demonstrated by applying it both to materials with very low
thermal conductivity (Ba8Ga16Ge30, SnSe) and a material with a relatively high
lattice thermal conductivity (monolayer-MoS2). These cases cover both
situations with weak (monolayer-MoS2, SnSe) and strong (Ba8Ga16Ge30) pho
renormalization. The simulations also enable to access complementary
information such as the spectral thermal conductivity, which allows to
discriminate the contribution by different phonon modes while accounting for
scattering to all orders. The software packages described here are made
available to the scientific community as free and open-source software in
order to encourage the more widespread use of these techniques as well as
their evolution through continuous and collaborative development.
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The lattice thermal conductivity (LTC) is a
crucial quantity in the development of elec-
tronic and other functional devices, such as
transistors,[1,2] thermoelectric materials,[3]
and heat management systems.[4,5] Atom-
istic simulations are powerful tools to com-
plement experimental investigations of the
LTC, providing both valuable microscopic
insight and quantitative predictions and
guidance in the search for both ultra-
high[6–9] and ultra-low LTCmaterials.[5,10–12]
The two most common computational ap-
proaches are based on solving the Boltz-
mann transport equation (BTE) and on
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, re-
spectively.
The BTE approach is founded in pertur-
bation theory and requires knowledge of
the low-order interatomic force constants
(IFCs) that dominate thermal transport in
many crystalline materials. The IFCs can
often be computed with relatively small
effort using quantum mechanical, most
commonly density functional theory (DFT),
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calculations. BTE calculations routinely include IFC terms terms
up to third-order via packages such as Phono3py,[13] alamode,[14]
shengBTE,[15] Quantum Espresso,[16] PhonTS,[17] or AAPL[18]
and more recently also fourth-order terms.[7,19,20] The compu-
tational cost increases, however, steeply with increasing order,
which makes this approach impractical, at least at present, for
larger unit cells and/or lower-symmetry structures. For the BTE
approach to work reliably, one requires the phonons to be proper
quasi-particles, that is, the scattering rate should be (ideally
much) smaller than the vibrational frequency. This limit can be
violated, especially in materials with a very low LTC, which is of-
ten associated with short phonon lifetimes. While for some of
these cases renormalized phonons and effective harmonic mod-
els have been employed with good success,[21,22] such techniques
are demanding in terms of human effort and computer time. In
this context, the unified lattice-dynamics approach is also promis-
ing as it connects the IFC-BTE framework to the Allen-Klein ap-
proach for glass-like conductors.[23]
The LTC can also be extracted fromMD simulations using cor-
relation functions as in theGreen–Kubo approach[24,25] or special-
ized thermostats as in the homogeneous nonequilibriummolec-
ular dynamics (HNEMD) approach.[26,27] MD simulations have
the principal advantage of not imposing any limit on the order
of the scattering process, while being equally applicable to crys-
talline and amorphous materials, and making no distinction be-
tween crystalline and glass-like conduction. They do not natu-
rally account for quantum effects, which can be a limitation at
low temperatures. In practice their applicability is, however,more
severely restricted by the availability of suitable force fields. As a
result, most MD studies of the LTC to date have been conducted
using empirical potentials, which are only available for a rather
limited set ofmaterials and differ widely with respect to their suit-
ability for this task.
More recently Green–Kubo approaches have been also adapted
to ab initio MD simulations, commonly based on DFT.[28,29] Un-
fortunately, due to the very high cost of DFT compared to inter-
atomic potentials such approaches can be limited with respect
to system size and complexity. In addition, it can be difficult to
achieve convergence as this can require multiple sampling on
rather long time scales (also see below). A middle ground is pro-
vided by machine learning (ML) potentials, which promise to
bridge between the accuracy of DFT and the computational ef-
ficiency of empirical potentials. For this approach to be effective,
one requires a facile scheme for constructing potentials that re-
quires as little input data and as little supervision as possible. For
the specific purpose of analyzing the dynamics of materials and
in particular the LTC, high-order force constant potentials (FCPs)
can now be routinely constructed even for materials with large
unit cells, low symmetry, and soft interactions.[21,30–37]
FCPs offer several advantages that are worth emphasizing.
They are flexible, allowing the description of a wide range of sys-
tems, and extensible as they can, given enough data, describe
many-body effects up to any order. They are easy to construct
since they are linear models for which fitting is very well un-
derstood and require relatively small amounts of training data,
especially compared to general ML potentials. Moreover, they are
convenient in so far as their low-order limit is well understood in
the context of the harmonic approximation and perturbation the-
ory. Thus implementing an efficient calculator for FCPs serves
multiple purposes as they not only provide a general functional
form for interatomic potentials of solids, but they also connect
BTE and MD approaches.
A further improvement can be achieved by accelerating the cal-
culations using graphics processing units (GPUs). While the po-
tential benefit of this approach has been demonstrated already
in ref. [32] to the best of our knowledge there exists no gener-
ally accessible implementation. We have therefore implemented
FCPs in GPUMD using the hiphive package for FCP construc-
tion, both of which are publicly available as free and open source
software (FOSS). Here, we demonstrate and benchmark this ap-
proach. The GPU-accelerated implementation achieves a speed-
up by a factor of at least 30 to 40 for the cases considered here,
equivalent to a reduction in wall-time from over a day to about
half an hour for a typical simulation. This provides one with a
workflow that allows for MD simulations with DFT quality forces
at nanosecond time scales using models that can be constructed
with semi-automatized protocols with very little training data.
The next section provides an overview of the protocol used here
and summarizes the key aspects of the methodology. In particu-
lar, we discuss strategies for selection and/or generation of ref-
erence structures for the construction of FCPs. In Section 3, we
consider three materials with varying degrees of anharmonicity
that correspond to an intermediate LTC with a temperature de-
pendence typical of crystalline semiconductors (monolayer-MoS2
or ml-MoS2) and very low LTCs at the threshold of glass-like con-
duction (Ba8Ga16Ge30, SnSe). This includes an analysis of the ef-
ficacy of different MDmethods for computing the LTC as well as
a convergence study of several important simulation parameters.
By making this methodology widely available, we hope to enable
the widespread use of this approach both for the calculation of
the LTC but more generally for the analysis of dynamical prop-
erties of crystalline materials. For this reason we have made the
data presented in this study publically available.[70] We also note
that much more extensive analyses can be readily carried out on
the basis of MD trajectories, such as free energy calculations and
analysis of correlation functions.
2. Methodology
2.1. Overview
A workflow for the systematic analysis of dynamical properties,
including the LTC, must handle (1) the construction of a FCP
and (2) its subsequent sampling via MD simulations (Figure 1).
A suitable starting point to accomplish the first task is a set of rat-
tled structures, which can be generated by applying some form
of random displacements (in the first iteration) or via MD simu-
lations (in subsequent iterations). The reference forces for these
structures, which can be routinely obtained from DFT calcula-
tions, are subsequently used to train a FCP, which we here han-
dle via the hiphive code.[34] The FCP can be iteratively improved
by generating new representative configurations, for example, by
running short MD simulations for small cells (typically not GPU
accelerated), and feeding these back into the DFT code to gener-
ate more reference data.
Once a satisfactory FCP has been obtained, it can be fed into
GPUMD, enabling very fast and efficient sampling of the relevant
phase space. The output from these simulations typically consists














Figure 1. Schematic of workflow from FCP construction via MD simula-
tions to various output quantities.
of the LTC and, if requested, the spectral thermal conductivity or
the (fully anharmonic) phonon density of states (PDOS). Addi-
tional information can be obtained by further analyzing the posi-
tions and velocities, yielding, for example, correlation functions
and dynamical structure factors,[38] which provide in-depth in-
formation concerning the dynamics of the material and can also
establish a direct connection to inelastic neutron or X-ray scatter-
ing experiments.
2.2. Strategies for the Construction of Force Constant Potentials
The potential energy surface can be expanded in a Taylor series
with respect to the atomic displacements u, relative to a set of
reference positions R0























































whereΦ are the IFCs, while the Latin and Greek indices enumer-
ate atoms and Cartesian coordinates, respectively.
The first term in Equation (1) corresponds to a fixed shift of
the potential and can be set to zero. If the reference positions R0
are taken as the equilibrium positions at zero temperature, the
second term vanishes as well. Given these simplifications, the





































There are different aspects to consider when constructing
FCPs, depending on the intended application. In broad terms,
one could aim to construct harmonic FCPs for the analysis of
thermodynamic properties (e.g., the free energy of a defective sys-
tem), third-order and possibly fourth-order FCPs for BTE calcu-
lations or general higher-order FCPs for MD simulations. In the
first two cases, it is typically sufficient to remain in the small dis-
placement limit and one can generate training data by applying
small normally identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) dis-
placements. In the case of general higher-order FCPs several dif-
ferent strategies are available for composing training sets, three
of which are considered in this work. Finally, there is the question
of the optimization algorithm, which we extensively discussed in
ref. [35].
2.2.1. Structure Generation by MD Simulations
The possibly most obvious yet not necessarily most efficient ap-
proach is to run (short) MD simulations using the reference
method (commonly DFT), select a number of structures from
the trajectory and use these for training. This approach, used be-
low for Ba8Ga16Ge30, has the immediate appeal of simplicity and
ensuring by construction that the structures represent physically
sound displacements. It is, however, computationally costly and
as a result can suffer from an insufficient exploration of the en-
ergy landscape.
2.2.2. Structure Generation by Superimposing Normal Modes
To reduce the number of reference calculations one could imag-
ine applying simply larger random displacements. This ap-
proach, however, yields very short interatomic distances, leading
to very large repulsive forces and a very poor sampling of the rel-
evant configuration space. A more elegant approach is to use a
(possibly rough) estimate for the second-order IFCs to obtain a
set of normal modes, which can be subsequently randomly pop-
ulated with an average energy of kBT∕2 to generate physically
sensible displacement patterns.[39] Compared to the approach
based on explicit MD simulations, this method constitutes a con-
siderable reduction in the number of reference calculations, as
demonstrated for the case of MoS2 below.
2.2.3. An Iterative Approach to Structure Generation
Neither of the two aforementioned approaches hedges against
instabilities in the expansion that are known to be potential
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pitfalls for strongly anharmonic materials.[35,36,40] To overcome
this difficulty previous authors suggested to combine a regular
FCP with empirical potentials.[36,40] Here, we describe a simple
iterative approach that relies solely on the selection of reference
structures and does not require additional terms in the energy
expression. It thereby maintains the appealing simplicity and
benefits of a pure FCP, allowing, for example, the separation of
contributions by order; it can still be combined with empirical
potentials if deemed desirable.
The iterative approach commences with the construction of an
initial harmonic model based on small i.i.d. displacements. The
resulting zeroth-generation FCP is used to generate structures by
superimposing normalmodes, for which reference forces are cal-
culated. The latter are then used to construct the first anharmonic
FCP including anharmonic terms up to even order and using, for
example, the cutoff selection strategy outlined above. Then MD
simulations are carried out using the first-generation FCP. Once
these simulations fail (which is commonly the case for strongly
anharmonic materials and/or small training sets), one or sev-
eral of the structures leading up to the instability are selected for
more reference calculations. Adding these data to the training set,
a second-generation FCP is constructed, using which new MD
simulations are carried out. This procedure is repeated iteratively
and optionally for increasing temperatures in the MD simula-
tions until a sufficiently stable FCP is obtained. It is important to
emphasize that for any anharmonic force constant expansion one
can trivially construct displacement patterns that are unstable.
These conditions, however, correspond to unphysically large dis-
placements, typically of only one or two atoms. One must hence
ensure either by obtaining physically sound high-order terms or
adding explicit repulsive terms that these conditions are not met.
The iterative scheme outlined above and demonstrated below for
the case of SnSe accomplishes this up to the temperatures of in-
terest in this work.
2.3. Construction of Force Constant Potentials Using Hiphive
For Ba8Ga16Ge30 we adopted the approach described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1 using structures fromDFT-MD simulation to construct
a FCP for the ground state structure described in ref. [41]. To
avoid additional convergence studies, we used the same cutoffs
as for “Model 5” from ref. [35]. The model thus includes second-,
third-, and fourth-order interactions up to 5.4 Å, 4.7 Å and
4.7 Å and has a total of more than 6000 parameters. The pa-
rameters were trained by ordinary least squares and 400 sam-
ples from DFT-MD simulations using the hiphive package.[34]
The DFT calculations were carried out for the 54-atom primitive
unit cell using the VASP code[42] with the vdW-DF-cx exchange-
correlation (XC) functional,[43,44] a plane wave energy cutoff of
319 eV, and a 3 × 3 × 3 k-point mesh. The classical equations of
motion were integrated using a MD time step of 5 fs for a total
simulated time of 25 ps following a 2.5 ps equilibration phase.
For ml-MoS2 we adopted the approach described in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 using structures obtained by superimposing normal
models to construct a FCP. Reference forces were obtained by
DFT calculations using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)[45]
XC functional, a plane wave energy cutoff of 500 eV and a 15 ×
15 × 1 k-point mesh. We generated 14 input structures based on
9 × 9 × 1 supercells by superimposing normal modes with ran-
domphase factors and amplitudes corresponding to 300K, 400K,
500 K and 600 K. For comparison, the calculation of the IFCs up
to third order using the direct method requires one to compute
forces for at least 324 structures.[34] As the computational cost
of FCP construction is almost entirely due to the DFT reference
calculations, this approach to FCP construction corresponds to
a reduction of the computational effort by more than a factor of
20. Using the reference data, we studied the convergence of FCP
models with cutoff for increasing order (Figure S1). For the fi-
nal model we used the cutoffs that minimized the cross-validated
root-mean-square error (RMSE) over the validation set (Figure
S1). The cross-validated RMSE quickly drops off as higher orders
are included in the model and only decreases modestly beyond
the fourth order (inset in Figure 2). Amore detailed discussion of
this cutoff-selection approach for FCP construction and its bene-
fits can be found in ref. [35]. Lastly, rotational sum rules were en-
forced for the second-order IFCs, which is crucial step in order to
obtain the correct quadratic phonon dispersion in 2D materials.
For SnSe we adopted the approach described in Section 2.2.3,
using an iterative approach for generating training structures in
order to obtain a stable FCP. In each iteration step, MD simu-
lations were run at temperatures between 100 and 600K using
2 × 4 × 4 supercells, and 5 to 10 new training structures were se-
lected from the trajectory just prior to the instability in the MD
simulations. After 7 iterations, we obtained a total of 65 train-
ing structures from which the final FCP was trained which was
found to be stable in MD simulations for the full temperatures
range considered in the present work. For comparison, the direct
enumeration approach to generate the IFCs up to only third order
using, for example, Phono3py as in ref. [46] requires more than
2800 structures when using 3 × 1 × 1 supercells and more than
9700 structures when using 2 × 4 × 4 supercells. For this case,
the computational cost associated with the DFT calculations is
thus reduced by a factor of at least 40.
For computational efficiency it is useful to limit the number of
FCP parameters, which both reduces file sizes and speeds up the
calculations. For this reason, we removed all nth-order IFCs com-
ponents withmagnitudes below 10−8 eVÅ−n. This step has amin-
imal effect on the comparison of the forces predicted by the FCP
and the reference forces from DFT calculations (Figure 2) as well
as the fulfillment of the translational and rotational sum rules.
2.4. Thermal Conductivity from MD Simulations
After obtaining the FCPs, we calculate the LTC by running clas-
sical MD simulations via the equilibrium molecular dynamics
(EMD) and HNEMD methods, respectively. In the EMD ap-
proach, the thermal conductivity tensor 𝜅𝛼𝛽 (t), which is a func-
tion of the correlation time t, is calculated as a time integral of
the heat current autocorrelation function ⟨J𝛼(0)J𝛽 (t)⟩ according
to the Green–Kubo relation for heat transport[24,25]









Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, V is the volume of the sim-
ulated system, and T is the absolute temperature. The angular
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Figure 2. Comparison of predicted (FCP) and target (DFT) force components in a) ml-MoS2 and b) SnSe. The inset shows the root mean square error
(RMSE) obtained by cross-validation for training (blue squares) and validation (red diamonds) sets as a function of expansion order.
brackets in the heat current autocorrelation function denote an
ensemble average, which is approximated as a time average in
MD simulations. Similar to the potential energy and the inter-
atomic force, the total heat current in the system, J, can also
be expressed in terms of the IFCs. Following the derivations in












where v𝛼i is the velocity in the direction 𝛼 for particle i andW
𝛿𝛼
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Here, r𝛿ij ≡ r𝛿j − r𝛿i is the 𝛿-component of the distance vector be-
tween particles i and j. While a convective heat transfer term can
also be included, it is negligible in stable solids and is therefore
not considered here. We have validated the above heat current
formula using energy conservation in non-equilibriumMD sim-
ulations, similar to the approach in the previous work.[49,50]
Ladd et al.[51] have found that the third-order heat current is
non-negligible for argon, modeled using a Lennard-Jones poten-
tial, at relatively high temperatures (close to the melting point).
For the systems considered here the results obtained by consid-
ering only the harmonic (first term in Equation 5) heat current
agree within the error bars with those obtained by including both
harmonic and third-order (second term in Equation 5) heat cur-
rents up to the statistical accuracy achievable in our MD simu-
lations (Figure 3). For the sake of computational efficiency, we
therefore did not include heat currents beyond the third order in
the HNEMD and EMD simulations described below.
The HNEMD method (see ref. [52]) is physically equivalent
to the EMD method as it is also based on the Green–Kubo re-
lation for the LTC.[26,27,52] In the former case, however, a non-
equilibrium steady state is generated by adding an external driv-









Here, F𝛿e is the 𝛿 component of the driving force parameter, which
has the dimension of inverse length. It should be small enough to
keep the system within the linear response regime, as discussed
further in Section 3. The resulting nonzero heat current ⟨J𝛼(t)⟩ne
is proportional to the magnitude of the driving force, if the latter








where the proportionality coefficient corresponds to the compo-
nents of the LTC tensor. To examine the convergence of the LTC
with respect to simulation time, it is useful to consider the time
average, which is defined as[52]








where we assumed that F𝛽e is non-zero along only one direction
(which is easily realized in practice). The choice of the driving
force Fe is discussed in ref. [52], according to which a hard con-
dition for Fe is 𝜆maxFe ≤ 1. Although one does not know 𝜆max for
a material a priori, one knows that it decreases with increasing
temperature. Therefore, if Fe is small enough for a given tem-
perature, it must be small enough for higher temperatures. The
choice of Fe can be compared to the choice of the integration time
step inMD simulations. Its effect should be tested for the specific
system of interest and prior experience is valuable.
In the HNEMD formalism, the LTC can be conveniently
resolved with respect to the phonon frequency 𝜔[48,52] via the





























































Figure 3. Contributions to the lattice thermal conductivity (LTC) resulting from the heat current up to second and third order, respectively, (see Equa-
tion 5) from HNEMD simulations for a,c) Ba8Ga16Ge30 and b,d) ml-MoS2.
spectral thermal conductivity

















is the virial–velocity correlation function evaluated via nonequi-
librium ensemble averaging during the HNEMD simulation.
We have implemented both the EMD and HNEMD methods
for FCPs in the GPUMD package[53] (GPUMD-v2.5.1), which is
a high-performance MD code fully implemented on GPUs. We
carefully checked that the forces computed from GPUMD agree
with those from hiphive up to machine precision for each of the
systems under consideration.
For all methods and systems, we applied a 1 fs time step and
equilibrated the systems in the NVT ensemble for 1 ns before
the LTC production runs. When using the EMDmethod, we then
sampled the system in the NVE ensemble, whereas when using
the HNEMD approach the system was subjected to an external
driving force F𝛼e according to Equation 6. We note that in these
simulations we neglect the effect of thermal expansion. This ap-
proximation is widely used in calculations of the LTC, in particu-
lar when using the BTE, and is motivated by the observation that
temperature usually has a far stronger impact on phonon disper-
sion and lifetimes than thermal expansion.
2.5. Comments on the EMD and HNEMD Techniques
It is instructive to briefly recapitulate the similarities and differ-
ences between the EMD and HNEMD. Interested readers will
find more information on this topic in the literature.[50,52,54–56]
In the EMD approach one exploits the fluctuation–dissipation
theorem to infer the LTC from equilibrium simulations via the
Green–Kubo relation for the LTC. For this approach to work well,
one hence needs to converge the heat current correlation func-
tion as a function of correlation time 𝜏, see Equation 3. Since
the correlation time increases with the LTC, this method can
become computationally increasingly demanding for materials
with a high LTC. It is also noteworthy that the EMD approach
(unlike the HNEMD approach) allows one in principle to obtain
all the components of the LTC tensor from a single set of simu-
lations.
The HNEMD method subjects the system to an external driv-
ing force and allows one to accurately extract the LTC from non-
equilibrium simulations provided the response remains in the lin-
ear regime. Unlike in the EMD approach, the LTC is obtained
as an average in simulation time, see Equation 8. As a result,
the HNEMD approach in the limit of vanishing driving force
(Fe → 0) does not become identical to the EMD. Rather, as evi-
dent from Equation 8, the numerical convergence of the expres-
sion for the LTC worsens. Thus the HNEMD approach requires
a judicious choice of the driving force Fe, which needs to be suf-
ficiently large to achieve numerical convergence and sufficiently
small to remain in the linear response regime. As illustrated in
the literature[50,52,54–56] as well as the example of ml-MoS2 below,
this balance is more readily achievable for materials with a high
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Figure 4. LTC of ml-MoS2 at 300 K from a,b) EMD simulations according
to Equation 3 and c,d) HNEMD simulations according to Equation 8 with
Fxe = 4 × 10
−5 Å−1. All simulations were based on the sixth-order model
and used a 16 × 16 × 1 supercell. a,c) The results from independent runs
are shown by thin blue lines while the average is indicated by red thick
lines. b,d) The histograms were generated by averaging the data after
equilibration as indicated by the orange bars. Convergence of LTC from
HNEMD simulations with e) driving force for a 15 × 15 × 1 supercell and
f) system size (side length in units of the ml-MoS2 lattice constant) for
Fxe = 4 × 10
−5 Å−1 based on the fourth-order model.
LTC, for which theHNEMD approach can yield a considerable re-
duction in computational effort compared to the EMD technique.
The HNEMD furthermore allows one to conveniently extract the
spectral decomposition of the LTC (see Equation 9 and Figure 4).
For the cases of ml-MoS2 (Section 3.1) and Ba8Ga16Ge30 (Sec-
tion 3.2), we present results obtained using both EMD and
HNEMD simulations, illustrating the points made above. This
is done to demonstrate the consistency of the two approaches. We
do not aim to provide an analysis of their respective efficiencies.
We note, however, that while in the present case it appears that
the two approaches are comparable in terms of computational
effort, it is usually accepted that HNEMD simulations are more
efficient, in particular for larger systems.
2.6. Thermal Conductivity from Boltzmann Transport Theory
For comparison, we also computed the LTC via the BTE. For ml-
MoS2 and SnSe we used both the relaxation time approximation
(RTA) and the direct solution of the BTE described in ref. [57],
both of which are implemented in Phono3py.[13] Calculations
were carried out using the tetrahedron method for sampling the
Brillouin zone with a 41 × 41 × 1 q-point mesh for ml-MoS2 and
a 16 × 16 × 16 q-point mesh for SnSe, which is the same mesh
density as the one used in ref. [46].
For Ba8Ga16Ge30, we employed the same approach and compu-
tational parameters as in ref. [22], using the ShengBTE code[15]
with a 9 × 9 × 9 q-point mesh and a smearing parameter of 0.01,
with the IFCs taken from ref. [35] as described above (Section 2.3).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Heat Conduction in ml-MoS2
We start with a comparison of the EMD andHNEMD techniques.
To obtain a bulk value for the LTC of this 2D material ml-MoS2,
we followed the common practice of assuming a finite sheet
thickness corresponding to the layer spacing, using a value of
6.15 Å (see Table II in ref. [58]).
In the case of the EMD method, we ran 50 simulations
each with a 1 ns equilibration and a 10 ns production period
(Figure 5a,b), while in the case of the HNEMD method, we
carried out 20 independent runs with a 1 ns equilibration and
a 4 ns production period (Figure 5c,d). The two methods agree
with each other up to the statistical error bounds, as shown in
previous works using empirical potentials.[50,52,54–56] Since their
statistical convergence behavior has already been analyzed in
these references in detail, we do not carry out a further analysis
of this aspect here. We emphasize, however, that both EMD
and HNEMD require total simulation times exceeding many
tens of nanoseconds to achieve well converged results, which is
currently far beyond the reach of DFT calculations.
The HNEMD method requires one to choose a suitable value
for the driving force that appears in Equation 6. To this end, we
carried out a series of simulations at 300K using 15 × 15 × 1 su-
percells with driving forces in the range 10−6 Å−1 to 10−4 Å−1. If
the driving force is too small (≲ 1 × 10−5 Å−1; Figure 5e) the sta-
tistical uncertainty becomes too large to obtain ameaningful LTC
within the run time chosen for our MD simulations here. If, on
the other hand, it is chosen too large (≳ 8 × 10−5 Å−1), one no
longer observes the intrinsic LTC of the system but rather an
overdriven response. In the intermediate region, however, one
retrieves a consistent value for the LTC, which is independent
of the driving forces and carries a small error bar. Based on this
analysis, we chose a value ofFxe = 4 × 10
−5 Å−1 for the subsequent
simulations for ml-MoS2. It is important to emphasize that one
can in principle choose any value for the driving force as long as
it is below the threshold at which the response becomes nonlin-
ear/overdriven (i.e., < 8 × 10−5 Å−1 in this case). The smaller the
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Figure 5. a) LTC of ml-MoS2 as a function of temperature calculated using
different approaches. b) Wall clock times for single MD runs (105 time
steps), using GPUMD on an Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU and an Intel Core
i7-4771 CPU, respectively.
driving force the longer the simulations are, however, required to
achieve statistical convergence.
The next parameter of importance is the system size. Consid-
ering system sizes in the range 11 and 21, the LTC converges in
fact rather slowly (Figure 5f) and only settles at a system size of
about 16 × 16 × 1, which is hence the size that was used for the
subsequent simulations.
In general, both the optimal choice of the driving force and
the system size can vary with temperature. In our experience
this variation is, however, sufficiently small over the temperature
range considered here, whence for the subsequent simulations,
we used the same driving force and system size for all tempera-
tures.
We can now consider the temperature dependence of the LTC
(Figure 6a), limiting ourselves to temperatures above the Debye
temperature to ensure that we remain in the classical regime. The
results from EMD and HNEMD based on the sixth-order FCP
agree within the error bars. The same can be said for theHNEMD
results based on the fourth- and sixth-order FCPs, indicating that
the higher-order terms in the IFC expansion play a minor role
the LTC. In general the results are also in good agreement with
experimental data.[59] Since the experimental measurements of
the LTC exhibit considerable scatter in part due to the sensitivity
of these materials to sample preparation, we do not discuss this
comparison here further but refer the interested reader to, for
example, refs. [58, 59].
It is, furthermore, instructive to compare the MD results with
the LTC obtained via the BTE (Figure 6a). The LTC from RTA
and the direct approach bound the MD data from below and
above, respectively. It is established that the RTA typically un-
derestimates the LTC for materials with intermediate to high
conductivities.[15,57] Here, either approach includes, however,
only phonon scattering up to third order. Fourth-order scattering
processes lead to a renormalization of the phonon frequencies
and also additional terms in the calculation of the phonon life-
times. It is therefore a priori not clear whether they lead to an
increase or decrease of the LTC relative to the third-order result.
If renormalization is weak additional scattering processes should
only decrease the LTC as observed, for example, ref. [7]. This is
also the case here as the effect of temperature on the phonon
spectrum ofml-MoS2 is weak and the LTC fromMD simulations,
which are not limited in terms of scattering order, is lower than
the LTC obtained via the direct solution of the BTE. This can be
contrasted with the case of Ba8Ga16Ge30 considered below (Sec-
tion 3.2), for which the phonon renormalization is very strong
and the opposite behavior is observed for the LTC.
Having demonstrated the predictive capability of the combina-
tion of FCPs with MD simulations, we can now consider the nu-
merical efficiency of this approach (Figure 6b). A typical 100 ps
FCP-MD simulation (21 × 21 × 1 unit cells or 1323 atoms) re-
quires≈1 day of wall clock timewhen run serially on a CPU (Intel
Core i7-4771) using the implementation in hiphive. By contrast,
the same simulation requires only about 30 (fourth-order FCP)
to 45 (sixth-order FCP) minutes on a GPU (Nvidia Tesla P100),
corresponding to a speed-up of 30 to 40. We emphasize that this
comparison is not entirely fair since high-performance GPUs are
considerably more expensive and hence not as widely available
as CPUs. Furthermore, parallelization of the CPU code can also
improve performance. Nonetheless, the comparison provides a
strong indication for the considerable advantages of GPU accel-
eration for FCP-MD simulations.
3.2. Heat Conduction in Ba8Ga16Ge30
As noted above one of the distinct advantages of MD simulations
is that they make no a priori assumption as to the heat conduc-
tion mechanism in the material and are therefore equally appli-
cable to materials with high and low LTC. To demonstrate this
explicitly, we now consider the inorganic clathrate Ba8Ga16Ge30,
a material with a very low LTC that exhibits strong phonon scat-
tering and presents a considerable challenge for BTE approaches
both due the size of the unit cell, complex ordering[41,60–62] and
its very strong anharmonicity.[21,22,33] The latter requires one
to account for phonon renormalization,for example, via self-
consistent phonon theory[21] or temperature-dependent (effec-
tive) IFCs.[22] Since we have already established that the effect
of isotope and disorder scattering is only appreciable below 10K,
they were not taking into account here.[22]
In the case of the EMD method, we ran 50 simulations
each with a 1 ns equilibration and a 10 ns production period,
while in the case of the HNEMD method, we carried out ten
independent runs with a 1 ns equilibration and a 5 ns produc-
tion period. To select a suitable driving force for the HNEMD
simulations we ran tests at both 100 and 300K (Figure S2a). This
shows that suitable values for F𝛼e fall between ≈ 2 × 10
−4 Å−1
and ≈ 6 × 10−4 Å−1 regardless of temperature, supporting our
earlier statement regarding the weak temperature dependence
of suitable F𝛼e choices. We emphasize that one should not choose
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Figure 6. a) LTC of Ba8Ga16Ge30 as a function of temperature from simulations, b) spectral decomposition according to Equation 9, c) relative integrated
spectral thermal conductivity, d) phonon density of states (PDOS), and e) harmonic contribution to the heat capacity per mode for Ba8Ga16Ge30. The
inset in (a) shows the same data when using a linear scaling of the axes. The BTE, EMD, and HNEMD data have been obtained in the present work.
The results based on temperature-dependent interatomic force constants (TDIFCs) are from Ref. [22] while the experimental data for single-crystalline
n-type samples have been extracted from Refs. [63–65]
driving force values above ≈ 6 × 10−4 Å−1 since they lead to a
departure from the linear response regime. The lower limit is,
however, dictated by statistical convergence and therefore can
be always extended by running more and/or longer simulations.
The lower threshold identified here is hence merely a choice of
convenience.
We also carried out a convergence study of the system size,
which shows the LTC to be rather sensitive to system size (Fig-
ure S2b). To obtainwell-converged results one requires supercells
comprising at least 5 × 5 × 5 unit cells (6750 atoms) (Figure S2f).
In our production runs, we therefore used 6 × 6 × 6 supercells
(11,664 atoms).
We can now inspect the temperature dependence of the
LTC (Figure 4a). The HNEMD and EMD results are in close
agreement with previous BTE calculations of the LTC, which
used temperature-dependent IFCs.[22] In the latter case though,
each data point required the generation of temperature-specific
second- and third-order FCP, whereas the approach in the
present work allows us to use a single fourth-order FCP for
all temperatures.
The simulation results are also in good agreement with ex-
periments on single-crystalline n-type samples,[63–65] improving
over the “bare” third-order BTE results, which in agreement
with earlier calculations[22,33] considerably underestimate the ex-
perimental LTC. The latter shortcoming can be related to the
strong anharmonicity of this material, giving rise to consider-
able phonon renormalization, which needs to be taken into ac-
count, for example, via temperature-dependent IFCs[22] or self-
consistent phonons.[21]
For the purpose of explaining the low LTC in Ba8Ga16Ge30, we
calculated its spectral decomposition according to Equation 9.
One can distinguish four frequency regions (Figure 4b–e): i)
Modes with frequencies ≲ 5meV contribute between 25% and
40% of the total LTC with their importance diminishing with in-
creasing temperature. ii) Modes between ≈5meV and 20meV
contribute a further 25–30% to the total LTC. iii) Modes between
≈20meV and 25meV contribute about another 30% to the total
LTC. v) The remaining small part of the LTC is associated with
modes above 25meV.
Most of the LTC thus stems from modes in the rather nar-
row regions (i) and (ii), which feature i) predominantly acous-
tic modes or ii) strongly dispersed optical modes with sizeable
group velocities.[22] The contributions from regions (iii) and (iv)
are small compared to the frequency range and PDOS in these
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Figure 7. LTC of SnSe calculated using the EMD method (orange diamonds) based on a sixth-order FCP together with BTE calculations by Carrete
et al.[66] (red solid line) and Skelton et al.[46] (purple solid line) as well as experimental measurements by Zhao et al.[68] (blue dashed line).
regions. This is due to these modes being strongly localized with
very small group velocities.
The overall picture obtained is in semi-quantitative agreement
with a similar analysis of BTE calculations based on temperature-
dependent IFCs.[22] In the latter case, the differences between
regions (i) and (iii) on one side and regions (ii) and (iv) on the
other are, however, even more pronounced. We attribute this to
themore comprehensive account for scatteringmechanisms pro-
vided by the IFC-MD approach, which levels out the differences
in particular in phonon lifetimes between the modes.
3.3. Heat Conduction in SnSe
As a last example, we consider the low-temperature structure
(Pnma) of tin selenide (SnSe). This material has a LTC that is
even smaller than that of Ba8Ga16Ge30 and thanks to its very
promising thermoelectric properties has received considerable
attention in recent years. The LTC has been studied previously
by BTE,[46,66] MD simulations using a ML potential[67] as well as
experimentally[68] making it a good (yet challenging) system for
benchmarking LTC calculation methods.
The harmonic (zero Kelvin) phonon dispersion obtained us-
ing the harmonic terms in oursixth-order FCP is in good agree-
ment with previous theoretical studies (Figure S3), allowing for
small differences arising from the choice of the XC functional,
supercell size, and treatment of non-analytic corrections. There
is amodest renormalization of the phonon dispersion (Figure S4)
that mostly affects the optical branches, which shift downward by
about 2meV between 0K and 500K. The acoustic modes, on the
other hand, hardly change in this temperature range.
For SnSe, we only employ the EMD method, using 40 inde-
pendent simulations each with a 100 ps equilibration and a 1 ns
production period for a system of size 4 × 11 × 11 unit cells (3872
atoms) corresponding to an orthorhombic simulation cell with
side lengths of about 50 Å in each direction.
Overall the LTC obtained via EMD simulations using the FCP
are in very good agreement with both experiment[68] and earlier
BTE calculations[46,66] (Figure 7). Similar to both experiment and
the later BTE study[46] but in contrast to the earlier BTE study,[66]
we do not find a strong difference in the LTC in the y and z direc-
tions. These results further demonstrate the applicability range
of the present approach.
As note above, the temperature dependence of the phonon
modes is weak (Figure S3), in particular for the acoustic modes
that are the major carriers of heat. This suggests that the main
reason for the very low LTC are short phonon-scattering life-
times. Among the three materials considered here, SnSe is the
most anharmonic (also see Section 3.4). It is therefore interest-
ing to note that the BTE provides practically quantitative predic-
tions for the LTC, already at the lowest applicable scattering order,
that is, three-phonon scattering, and without taking into account
phonon renormalization, in stark contrast to Ba8Ga16Ge30 (Fig-
ure 4a). In fact, the temperature dependence of the LTC follows
very closely the 1∕T dependence observed for most crystalline
thermal conductors, whereas for Ba8Ga16Ge30 one obtains a rela-
tion closer to 1∕
√
T .[22,35]
A heuristic explanation is provided by the observation that
the third-order IFCs are rather large and long ranged, as already
noted in ref. [66]. They also contribute relatively more to the an-
harmonic terms of the energy and forces than in Ba8Ga16Ge30 as
discussed in the following section (Figure 8a,b).
3.4. Comparison of Degree of Anharmonicity
Since the FCPs used in this work are based on a systematic ex-
pansion of the energy in terms of increasing order, see Equa-
tion 1, it is possible to discriminate the contributions to energy
and forces by order. This allows one in particular to quantify the
level of anharmonicity present in differentmaterials by averaging
over snapshots generated byMDsimulations, as demonstrated in
ref. [69].
The decomposition of the total energy by order is straight-
forward and simply involves evaluating the individual terms in
Equation 1 separately. One can then define the relative contribu-




The results reveal a clear ordering between the three mate-
rials considered in this study (Figure 8a). The most harmonic
material, as expected, is ml-MoS2 followed by Ba8Ga16Ge30 and
SnSe and the degree of anharmonicity quickly increases with
temperature. A closer inspection of the contributions by order











































































Figure 8. a) Anharmonic contributions to the energy in ml-MoS2 (blue), Ba8Ga16Ge30 (purple), and SnSe (red) calculated according to Equation 11.
b) The ratio between the fourth-order energy and the third-order energy, E4∕E3. c–e) Distribution of the magnitude of the atomic displacements, ‖ui‖2,
from MD simulations at 300 K.
sheds some light on the differences between Ba8Ga16Ge30 and
SnSe alluded to above. In the case of SnSe, the BTE with (non-
renormalized) second- and third-order IFCs provides quantita-
tive predictions for the LTC likely because the phonon frequen-
cies are only weakly temperature dependent. This is consistent
with the fourth-order contribution to the total energy V4 be-
ing smaller than the third-order contribution V3 (Figure 8b). In
Ba8Ga16Ge30 on the other hand, the fourth-order term is much
more prominent, especially at low temperatures, translating to
strong phonon renormalization, which needs to be taken into ac-
count when computing the LTC with third-order BTE.[21,22]
In this context it is also instructive to consider the magnitude
of the atomic displacements (Figure 8c–e). The average displace-
ments for SnSe are clearly larger than for ml-MoS2, consistent
with the softer phonons and higher anharmonicity of the former.
Ba8Ga16Ge30 presents amore intricate picture with the Ba “guest”
atoms exhibiting a much broader and more extended distribu-
tion than the Ga and Ge atoms forming the host framework, an
observation that is fully in line with the picture of the slightly un-
dersized Ba atoms acting as rattlers in the cages provided by the
host structure.
4. Conclusions
We have described and benchmarked a computational approach
for accurate and efficient prediction of dynamical properties of
materials in general and the LTC in particular. The approach
uses a combination of the GPUMD and hiphive codes, which
are made available as free and open-source software. We thereby
hope to encourage both the more widespread use of these tech-
niques and their evolution through continuous and collabora-
tive development.
The combination of FCPs and GPU-accelerated MD simula-
tions has several distinct advantages. The construction of FCPs
requires much less reference data and effort on behalf of the
user than eitherML or semi-empirical potentials. Yet they provide
forces (and energies) of a precision very close to the underlying
reference calculations (typically from DFT). As protocols for the
generation of FCPs improve, reducing both the size of reference
data sets and user input, this approach becomes increasingly at-
tractive. There are potential drawbacks as FCPs can become un-
stable duringMD simulations,[40] but as demonstrated in this pa-
per by the example of SnSe such issue can be circumvented by
(iteratively) including suitable configurations in the training pro-
cess.
MD simulations for the calculation of dynamical properties,
in particular the LTC, comprehensively account for phonon-
scattering mechanisms and are readily applicable to the study
of both high- and low-LTC materials. They can thereby circum-
vent some of the complications that arise when BTE calculations
need to be carried out beyond three-phonon scattering processes
and/or mode renormalization (temperature-dependent disper-
sion) is important. Limitations remain pertaining, for example,
to the treatment of quantum effects, which can become impor-
tant at low temperatures.
Here, we demonstrated the above points by applying the FCP-
MD approach to a material with a moderate to high LTC (ml-
MoS2), and twomaterials with a very low LTC and strong phonon
scattering (Ba8Ga16Ge30 and SnSe). In all three cases, the under-
lying FCPs closely match reference DFT data (see, e.g., Figure 2)
and the LTC fromMD simulationsmatch available reference data
(Figures 6a, 4a, 7), while achieving very good computational effi-
ciency (Figure 6b). By comparison with BTE calculations that in-
clude scattering processes up to third order, the MD results also
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demonstrate the importance of higher-order scattering processes
for quantitative calculations.
Finally, we have demonstrated the ability of MD simulations to
provide additional insight on par with perturbative approaches,
for example, via the PDOS and the spectral decomposition of the
LTC (Figure 4b,c). We also note that much more extensive anal-
yses can be readily carried out on the basis of MD trajectories,
such as free energy calculations and time correlation functions,
for example, via codes such as dynasor.[38]
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